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Abstract

This paper explores how the introduction of rational inattention (RI) �that agents process

information subject to �nite channel capacity �a¤ects optimal consumption and investment

decisions in an otherwise standard intertemporal model of portfolio choice. We �rst explicitly

derive optimal consumption and portfolio rules under RI and then show that introducing RI

reduces the optimal share of savings invested in the risky asset because inattentive investors

face greater long-run consumption risk. We also show that the investment horizon matters for

portfolio allocation in the presence of RI, even if investment opportunities are constant and

the utility function of investors is constant relative risk aversion. Second, after aggregating

across investors, we show that introducing RI can better explain the observed joint dynamics

of aggregate consumption and the equity return. Finally, we show that RI increases the

implied equity premium because investors under RI face greater long-run consumption risk

and thus require higher compensation in equilibrium.
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1 Introduction

Optimal asset allocation is a classic problem in �nance and macroeconomics. In a canonical

two-asset intertemporal portfolio choice model in which investment opportunities are constant

and the utility function is power, the optimal share of savings invested in the risky asset is

proportional to the expected excess return and the reciprocal of the volatility of the return to

the risky asset and the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion. However, it is independent of either

the investment horizon or the time discount factor of investors. Hence, the long-term portfolio

choice is the same as the myopic portfolio choice. Furthermore, given the observed mean and

volatility of the return to the risky asset and plausible degree of risk aversion, the canonical

model generates a counterfactually high stock market participation rate.1 Another important

topic that is closely related to portfolio choice is asset pricing. According to the canonical

consumption-based capital asset pricing theory (CCAPM), the expected excess return on any

risky portfolio over the risk-free interest rate is determined by the covariance of the excess return

with contemporaneous consumption growth and the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion. Given

the observed low covariance between equity returns and contemporaneous consumption growth,

the canonical CCAPM theory thus predicts that equities are not very risky. Consequently, to

generate the observed high equity premium measured by the di¤erence between the average real

stock return and the average short-term real interest rate, the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion

must be very high. Mehra and Prescott (1985) examined this issue in the Lucas-type asset

pricing framework and were the �rst to call it �the equity premium puzzle�.2

An implicit but key assumption in the standard rational expectations (RE) version of the

intertemporal portfolio choice model is that investors have unlimited information-processing ca-

pacity and thus can observe the state variable(s) without error. Consequently, they can react

instantaneously and completely to any innovations to equity returns. However, the assumption

that ordinary agents can observe the relevant state without errors is too strong to be consis-

tent with the reality because complete observation requires costless computing and information

processing ability that normal agents may not possess in the real world.3 In fact, ordinary peo-

ple face many competing demands for their information capacity every period, so the amount

1 In a country with a well-developed equity culture like the U.S., the direct ownership of publicly traded stocks
was only 21:3% in the 2001 Survey of Consumer Finance (SCF).

2For the history of this puzzle, see Hansen and Singeton (1983), Mehra and Prescott (1985), Hansen and
Jagannathan (1991), Cochrane and Hansen (1992), and Jermann (1998). Kocherlakota (1996) and Campbell
(2003) gave useful reviews on this topic.

3As shown in Shannon (1948), measuring a real-value stochastic process without error implies an in�nite
amount of information processing capacity.
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of capacity devoted to processing �nancial information could be much lower than their total

capacity. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that ordinary people only have limited information-

processing capacity. As a result, they cannot observe the state(s) perfectly and thus have to

react to the innovations slowly and incompletely. Sims (2003) �rst introduced this type of in-

formation capacity constraints into economics and called it �rational inattention�(henceforth,

RI). In Sims�RI framework, the entropy concept is imported from information theory to mea-

sure the uncertainty of a random variable; thus the reduction in the entropy can be used to

measure information �ow. If there is an input and an output in a channel, the capacity is the

maximum amount of information that �ows through the channel. For �nite channel capacity,

the reduction in entropy is bounded by the capacity. Sims also solved linear-quadratic (LQ)

optimization problems with �nite capacity and showed that the optimal reactions of individuals

are slow with respect to fundamental shocks and quick to the endogenous noises. This �nding

thus simultaneously explains the observed behavior of inertia (slow reaction to fundamentals)

and volatility (quick reaction to noises).

The main objective of this paper is to apply the RI idea in an intertemporal model of portfolio

choice and examine how RI a¤ects optimal long-term asset allocation and the joint dynamics of

aggregate consumption and asset returns.4 As the �rst contribution of this paper, we explicitly

solve for optimal consumption and portfolio rules in an RI version of the intertemporal model

of portfolio choice. Speci�cally, we show that consumption adjusts slowly to the innovation

to the equity return and quickly to its own shock (the endogenous error). The intuition is

simple: ordinary investors only devote �nite information capacity to observing the state of the

evolution of their �nancial wealth, and thus the state variable(s) cannot be perfectly observed.

In other words, information about changes in the true state cannot be entirely incorporated into

decision making instantaneously and completely, so investors have to take some time to digest

new information.

Second, given the slow adjustment in consumption to the wealth shocks due to RI, the

quantity of the risk of the risky portfolio should be determined by its ultimate (long-term)

consumption risk instead of its contemporaneous risk. Parker (2003) and Parker and Jullard

(2005) presented convincing empirical evidence to argue that the ultimate consumption risk is a

4A number of papers have explored the implications of delayed adjustment for asset pricing and aggregate
dynamics from another perspective. For example, Lynch (1996) examined the e¤ects of infrequent decision-making
for aggregate consumption and asset returns; Marshall and Parekh (1999) addressed how costs of adjustment help
explain the asset return puzzles; Gabaix and Laibson (2001) followed their research line and showed that updating
optimal decisions infrequently can better explain the equity premium puzzle in a continuous-time model. We will
compare their results to RI�s predictions in Section 2.
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better measure for the riskiness of the risky portfolio than the contemporaneous risk because in

the data consumption takes many periods to adjust to the innovations to risky assets. Therefore,

under RI, the ultimate consumption risk is greater than the contemporaneous risk and investors

with �nite capacity would choose to invest less in the risky asset. It is irrational for investors to

invest a large fraction of their wealth in the risky asset if they cannot allocate enough channel

capacity to monitoring their �nancial wealth, because the innovations to their �nancial wealth

can generate large consumption risk in the long run if the capacity is low.

Third, given the solution of optimal asset allocation, we show that the long-term consump-

tion risk and the demand for the risky asset depend both on the degree of RI and on the discount

factor when the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion is close to 1. In this in�nite horizon setting,

the discount factor can be used to characterize the e¤ective investment horizon;5 hence, the

fact that the demand for the risky asset depends on the discount factor also means that the

investment horizon matters for portfolio allocation. In addition, if we allow for a heterogenous

degree of inattention in the model, RI could provide an alternative explanation for �the lim-

ited stock market participation� observed in the US data because investors with a very low

degree of attention might face extremely large long-term consumption risk, which restricts their

participation in the stock market.

Finally, after aggregating across all investors, we demonstrate that RI can better explain

the observed joint behavior of aggregate consumption and the equity return in the U.S. data in

the following dimensions: (i) the smooth process of aggregate consumption, (ii) low contempo-

raneous correlation and covariance between aggregate consumption and the equity return, (iii)

positive autocorrelation of consumption growth; and (iv) positive covariance between aggregate

consumption and the equity return. It is also shown that holding the discount factor constant,

increasing the degree of inattention is observationally equivalent to increasing the e¤ective coef-

�cient of relative risk aversion that matters for asset allocation. Hence, even if the true value of

the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion is only around 1; the e¤ective coe¢ cient would be higher

than 1 if the investor is highly inattentive. In other words, RI has the potential to reconcile

low estimates of risk aversion obtained from experimental evidence or introspection, with high

estimated values of risk aversion based on asset pricing data.

Some recent papers incorporate explicit information processing constraints into a variety of

theoretical models and explore how they a¤ect individual decisions, optimal monetary policy,

and equilibrium. For example, Moscarini (2004) derived optimal time-dependent adjustment

5That is, the lower the time discount factor, the shorter the investment horizon.
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rules from the information constraints in a continuous-time framework. Peng (2004) explored

the e¤ects of information constraints on the equilibrium asset price dynamics and consumption

behavior under the continuous-time CARA framework. Adam (2005) analyzed the e¤ects of

imperfect common knowledge on monetary policy. Huang and Liu (2007) showed that inatten-

tion to important news may make investors overinvest or under-invest.6 Luo (2008) examined

how RI helps explain the excess smoothness and excess sensitivity puzzles in the consump-

tion literature. Máckowiak and Wiederholt (2009) solved a dynamic general equilibrium model

with RI, and found that households and �rms devote much larger fractions of channel capacity

to monitoring idiosyncratic conditions than to monitoring aggregate technology and monetary

policy conditions. Peng and Xiong (2005) discussed investors� attention and overcon�dence.

Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010) studied information acquisition and portfolio under-

diversi�cation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 solves a long-term portfolio choice model with RI

and examines the implications of RI for optimal consumption and investment decisions. Section

3 examines how RI a¤ects the joint dynamics of aggregate consumption and asset returns and

the implied equity premium. Section 4 presents some suggestive empirical evidence. Section 5

concludes.

2 An Intertemporal Portfolio Choice Model with Rational Inat-

tention

In this section, we �rst present and review a standard intertemporal portfolio choice model in

the vein of Merton (1969), and then discuss how to incorporate RI into this otherwise standard

model. Following the log-linear approximation method proposed by Campbell (1993), Viceira

(2001), and Campbell and Viceira (2002), we explicitly solve an RI version of the portfolio choice

model after considering the long-term consumption risk facing investors. A major advantage

of the log-linearization approach is that we can approximate the original nonlinear problem by

a log linear-quadratic (LQ) framework when the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion is close to

1 and thus can justify the optimality of Gaussian posterior uncertainty under RI. We �nally

discuss the implications of RI for optimal consumption and investment decisions. In the next

6They used �rational inattention� to describe a situation in which information is updated completely but
infrequently. This alternative formulation is more tractable but is di¤erent from Sims�RI idea �it permits agents
to process in�nite amounts of information when they choose to do so. However, the essence of RI proposed by
Sims (2003) is that agents cannot use all available information because most of the time they are not paying that
much attention to market signals and thus cannot digest all of the available information.
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section, we will examine how RI a¤ects the joint dynamics of aggregate consumption and the

asset return as well as the equity premium in equilibrium.

2.1 Speci�cation and Solution of the Standard RE Portfolio Choice Model

It is helpful to present the standard portfolio choice model and then discuss how to introduce

RI in this framework before setting up and solving the portfolio choice model with RI. Here

we consider a simple intertemporal model of portfolio choice with a continuum of identical

investors.7 We �rst assume that investors choose consumption and asset holdings to maximize

the intertemporal time-separable utility, de�ned over consumption:

max
fCt;�tg1t=0

E0

" 1X
t=0

�tu (Ct)

#
; (1)

where u (Ct) =
C1�t �1
1� is the power utility function, Ct represents individual�s consumption at

time t; � is the discount factor, and  is the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion. When  = 1;

the utility function becomes logarithmic, logCt.

For simplicity, we assume that the investment opportunity set is constant. There are two

tradable �nancial assets in the model economy: Asset e is risky, with iid one-period log (con-

tinuously compounded) return ret+1; while the other asset f is riskless, with constant log return

given by rf : We refer to asset e as the market portfolio of equities, and asset f as savings or

checking accounts. Furthermore, we assume that ret+1 has expected return �; where � � rf is

the equity premium, and an unexpected component ut+1 with var [ut+1] = !2:

The intertemporal budget constraint for the investor is

At+1 = Rpt+1 (At � Ct) ; (2)

where At+1 is the individual�s �nancial wealth which is de�ned as the value of �nancial assets

carried over from period t at the beginning of period t+ 1, At � Ct is savings, and R
p
t+1 is the

one-period gross return on savings given by

Rpt+1 = �t

�
Ret+1 �Rf

�
+Rf ; (3)

where Ret+1 = exp(r
e
t+1); R

f = exp(rf ); and �t = � is the proportion of savings invested in the

7The model is based on Campbell (1993), Viceira (2001), and Campbell and Viceira (2002), and is widely
adopted in the macroeconomics and �nance literature.
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risky asset.8 As shown in Campbell (1993), the following approximate expression for the log

return on wealth holds:

rpt+1 = �(ret+1 � rf ) + rf +
1

2
�(1� �)!2: (4)

Given the above model speci�cation, it is well known that this simple discrete-time model can

not be solved analytically.9 We then follow the log-linearization method proposed in Campbell

(1993), Viceira (2001), and Campbell and Viceira (2002) to approximately solve the model in

closed-form. Speci�cally, the original intertemporal budget constraint, (2), can be written in

log-linear form:

�at+1 = (1� 1=�)(ct � at) +  + rpt+1; (5)

where c � a = E [ct � at] is the unconditional expectation of ct � at; � = 1 � exp(c � a),

 = log � � (1 � 1=�) log(1 � �); and lowercase letters denote logs. The optimal consumption

and portfolio rules for this standard intertemporal model are as follows:10

ct = b0 + at; (6)

� =
�� rf + 0:5!2

!2
; (7)

where

b0 = log

�
1� exp

��
1


� 1
�
Et
�
rpt+1

�
+
1


log � +

1

2
(1� )2vart

�
rpt+1

���
: (8)

Hence, the optimal portfolio rule is independent of the consumption rule, and when  = 1; the

consumption rule is also independent of the stochastic properties of �nancial assets. Further-

more, combining (5) with (6) gives the expression for the change in consumption:11

�ct+1 = �ut+1: (9)

For an economy with identical consumers/investors, (9) clearly shows that aggregate consump-

tion is unpredictable using past information and the relative volatility of aggregate consumption

8Given iid equity returns and power utility function, the share invested in equities, �t, is constant over time.
9Of course, it can be solved by using numerical methods adopted widely in the modern consumption and

portfolio choice literature.
10See the Appendix in Viceira (2001) for detailed derivations.
11Under RE, individual consumption growth and aggregate consumption growth have the same expression. In

additon, here we impose the restriction that �Rp = 1 (i.e., log �+�(�� rf )+ rf + 1
2
�(1��)!2 = 0) to eliminate

a constant term that is irrelevant to consumption dynamics.
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to the equity innovation, sd[�ct+1]
sd[ret+1]

, is �.12 Given that ! = 0:16 and � = �� rf = 0:06 obtained
from the annualized U.S. quarterly data in Campbell (2003), to generate the realistic share in-

vested in the risky asset, � = 22%, we need a risk aversion, , of 13, which seems larger than

the values most economists �nd plausible. Furthermore, when the model economy generates

� = 22%, the predictions of the standard Merton model for the joint behavior of aggregate

consumption and the equity return are not consistent with the empirical evidence:

(i) In the U.S. data aggregate consumption growth is much smoother than the equity return:

As documented in Campbell (2003), the annualized standard deviation of consumption

growth is about 1%, while the annualized standard deviation of the equity return is about

16%. By contrast, the standard model predicts that sd [�ct+1] = � sd
�
ret+1

�
= 3:5%,

which is larger than its empirical counterpart.

(ii) In the data the contemporaneous correlation of consumption growth with the equity return

is about 0:34 at a 1-year horizon, while the model predicts that the correlation is 1:

(iii) In the data the contemporaneous covariance between aggregate consumption and the eq-

uity return is about 6�10�4, while the model generates a much higher covariance: 5:6�10�3.

(iv) The �rst-order autocorrelation of consumption growth is signi�cantly positive and is about

0:2 in the U.S. data. By contrast, the standard RE model predicts that consumption

growth is iid.

(v) The covariance of consumption growth with lagged equity returns is positive in the data,

while the model predicts that it is 0:

In the next section, we will show how rational inattention, a consequence of information-

processing constraints, can be incorporated into the above standard Merton model and we will

discuss how this makes the model �t the data better in the above �ve aspects.

2.2 Incorporating Rational Inattention into the Standard Model

Following Sims (2003), we introduce rational inattention (RI) into the otherwise standard in-

tertemporal portfolio choice model by assuming consumers/investors face information-processing

constraints and have only �nite Shannon channel capacity to observe the state of the world. As

in Sims (2003), we use the concept of entropy from information theory to characterize the

12Here we use sd [�] to denote standard deviation.
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uncertainty about a random variable; the reduction in entropy is thus a natural measure of in-

formation �ow. Formally, entropy is de�ned as the expectation of the negative of the log of the

density function, �E [log (f (X))] (see Shannon 1948 and Cover and Thomas 1991 for details).
For example, the entropy of a discrete distribution with equal weight on two points is simply

E [log (f (X))] = �0:5 log2 (0:5) � 0:5 log2 (0:5) = 1, and the unit of information transmitted

is called one �bit�. In this case, an agent can remove all uncertainty about X if the capacity

devoted to monitoring X is � = 1 bit.

With �nite capacity � 2 (0;1) ; the true state a following a continuous distribution cannot
be observed without errors and thus the information set at time t+1; It+1; is generated by the
entire history of noisy signal

n
a�j

ot+1
j=0
. Following Sims (2003), Adam (2005), and Máckowiak

and Wiederholt (2009), we assume in this paper that the noisy signal takes the additive form:

a�t+1 = at+1 + �t+1; where �t+1 is the endogenous noise caused by �nite capacity. We further

assume that �t+1 is an iid idiosyncratic shock and is independent of the fundamental shock. Note

that the reason that the RI-induced noise is idiosyncratic is that the endogenous noise arises

from the consumer�s own internal information-processing constraint (i.e., �nite information-

processing channel). The investors with �nite capacity will choose a new signal a�t+1 2 It+1 =�
a�1; a

�
2; � � �; a�t+1

	
that reduces the uncertainty of the state variable at+1 as much as possible.

Formally, this idea can be described by the following information constraint

H (at+1jIt)�H (at+1jIt+1)= �; (10)

where � is the investor�s information channel capacity, H (at+1jIt) denotes the entropy of the
state prior to observing the new signal at t+1; and H (at+1jIt+1) is the entropy after observing
the new signal. � imposes an upper bound on the amount of information �that is, the change

in the entropy �that can be transmitted in any given period. Finally, we assume that the noise

�t+1 is Gaussian.
13 Finally, following the literature, suppose that the ex ante at+1 is a Gaussian

random variable.

Following Sims (2003, 2005), we assume that the typical investor maximizes his lifetime

utility subject to the budget constraint, (5), as well as the information-processing constraint.

The dynamic optimization problem of the investor can be written as

bv = max
fct;Dtg

E0

( 1X
t=0

�t
�
ct +

1

2
(1� )c2t

�)
(11)

13As shown in Sims (2003), within the linear-quadratic-Gaussian setting, Gaussian noise is optimal.
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subject to

�at+1 = (1� 1=�)(ct � at) +  + rpt+1 (12)

at+1jIt+1 � Dt+1; (13)

atjIt � Dt; (14)

given a0jI0 � N (ba0;�0) ; and the information-processing constraint, (10), i.e., the rate of infor-
mation �ow at t+ 1 implicit in the speci�cation of the distributions, Dt and Dt+1 be less than
channel capacity. The expectation is formed under the assumption that fctg1t=0 are chosen under
the information processing constraints. For simplicity, here we assume that all individuals in

the model economy have the same channel capacity; hence the average capacity in the economy

is equal to individual capacity. Note that in the RI model the perceived state variable is not the

traditional state variable (e.g., the wealth level at in this model), but the so-called information

state: the distribution of the true state variable, at, conditional on the information set available

at time t, It.
As shown in Sims (2003, 2005), the linear-quadratic (LQ) speci�cation can rationalize

Gaussian posterior uncertainty as optimal, while the non-LQ setup easily generates optimal non-

Gaussian posterior uncertainty.14 Therefore, in our approximate LQ setting, ex-post Gaussian

uncertainty is optimal, that is, Dt+1 is normal:

at+1jIt+1 � N (bat+1;�t+1) ;
where bat+1 = E [at+1jIt+1] and �t+1 =var [at+1jIt+1] are the conditional mean and variance of
at+1, respectively. The idiosyncratic error �t+1 and the noisy signal a

�
t+1 = at+1+ �t+1 are both

chosen to be Gaussian such that

1

2
(log	t � log �t+1) = �; (15)

where �t+1 = var [at+1jIt+1] and 	t = var [at+1jIt] are the posterior and the prior variance
of at+1, respectively. This means that given a �nite capacity � per time unit, the optimizing

14For example, Sims (2005) showed in a simple two-period saving problem that when the utility function is
non-quadratic, the optimal ex post uncertainty follows non-Gaussian distribution. Fully nonlinear versions of
the RI problem have either very short horizons or very computation demanding � the state of the world is the
distribution of true states and this distribution is not well-behaved (it is not generally a member of a known class
of distributions and tends to have �holes,�making it di¢ cult to characterize with a small number of parameters).
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consumer would choose a signal that reduces the entropy by 1
2(log	t � log �t+1):

15 Note that

in the univariate state case this information constraint completes the characterization of the

optimization problem.

Given the budget constraint, (5), taking conditional variances on both sides yields:

vart [at+1] = vart
�
rpt+1

�
+ (1=�)2�t: (16)

Substituting (16) into (15) then gives � = 1
2

�
log
�
vart

�
rpt+1

�
+ (1=�)2�t

�
� log �t+1

�
, which has

a steady state � =
vart[rpt+1]

exp(2�)�(1=�)2 ; where vart
�
rpt+1

�
= �2!2:

We can now apply the separation principle in this log-LQ model to obtain the following

modi�ed consumption function by replacing at with bat in (6):16
ct = log (1� �) + bat (17)

and the perceived state bat is characterized by the following Kalman �lter equation:
bat+1 = (1� �) ��1� 1

�

�
ct +

1

�
bat � log � +  �+ �a�t+1: (18)

Combining them gives the evolution of bat:
bat+1 = (1� �)bat + �a�t+1; (19)

where � = 1 � 1
exp(2�) is the optimal weight on the new observation (i.e., the Kalman gain),

a�t+1 = at+1 + �t+1 is the observed signal, and �t+1 are the iid noise with var
�
�t+1

�
= �=�:

Hence, combining equations (5), (17), with (19) gives the expression for individual consump-

tion growth:17

�ct+1 = �

�
�ut+1

1� ((1� �)=�) � L +
�
�t+1 �

(�=�) �t
1� ((1� �)=�) � L

��
; (20)

where L is the lag operator. (See Appendix 6.1 for the derivation.)

15Note that given �t; choosing �t+1 is equivalent with choosing the noise var [�t] since the usual updating
formula for the variance of a Gaussian distribution is

�t+1 = 	t �	t (	t + var [�t])
�1	t

where 	t is a function of �t:
16Here we have used the approximation result that � = �. Note that � is independent of the degree of attention,

�, because � approaches to � as  converges to 1.
17Note that this MA(1) expression requires that (1� �)=� < 1, which is equivalent to � > 1

2
log (1=�) :
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Note that none of the above expressions for consumption, the perceived state, and the change

in consumption are the �nal solutions because the optimal fraction of savings invested in the

stock market, �; is still undetermined. The reason is that we need to use the Euler equation

to determine the optimal allocation in risky assets. However, as we will discuss in the next

subsection, the standard Euler equation does not hold in the RI model because consumption

under information-processing constraints adjusts gradually and incompletely. Therefore, we will

discuss how to determine the optimal portfolio allocation after considering the long-term Euler

equation and the ultimate consumption risk.

2.3 Long-term Consumption Risk and the Demand for the Risky Asset

Parker (2003) and Parker and Julliard (2005) provided convincing empirical evidence to argue

that the long-term risk is a better measure of the true risk of the stock market if consumption

reacts with a delay to changes in wealth because the contemporaneous covariance of consumption

and wealth understates the risk of equity.18 Hansen, Heaton, and Li (2006) found a small Long-

run risk component in the consumption data. Hence, we need to use the long-term consumption

risk to measure the risk of the equity in the RI model because the RI model predicts that

consumption reacts gradually and with delay to the innovations to the equity.

In this subsection, we �rst de�ne the long-term consumption risk in the RI model and then

derive the optimal portfolio rule. Substituting the optimal portfolio rule into the consumption

function and the changes in consumption gives us a complete solution to this simple optimal

consumption and portfolio choice model with RI. Following Parker�s work, we de�ne the long-

term consumption risk as the covariance of asset returns and consumption growth over the period

of the return and many following periods. Because the RI model predicts that consumption reacts

to the innovations to asset returns gradually and incompletely, it can rationalize the conclusion

in Parker�s papers that consumption risk should be long term instead of contemporaneous.19

Given the above analytical solution for consumption growth, it is straightforward to calculate

the ultimate consumption risk under RI. Speci�cally, when agents behave optimally but only

have �nite channel capacity, we have the following equality for the risky asset e and the risk-free

18Bansal and Yaron (2004) also documented that consumption and dividend growth rates contain a long-run
component. An adverse change in the long-run component lowers asset prices and thus makes holding equity very
risky for investors.
19Note that under RE, the contemporaneous consumption risk is the same as the ultimate consumption risk

because consumption adjusts to wealth shocks instantly and completely.
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asset f :20

Et

h
Ret+1C

�
t+1+S

i
= Et

h
RfC�t+1+S

i
;

which can be transformed to the following stationary form:

Et
�
Ret+1(Ct+1+S=Ct)

�� = Et

h
Rf (Ct+1+S=Ct)

�
i
; (21)

where the expectation Et [�] is conditional on the entire history of the economy up to t and
S is the horizon of many periods in the future over which consumption response under RI

is studied.21 (See Appendix 6.2 for the derivation.) Given the expression for consumption

dynamics, it is clear that S is in�nitely large because consumption takes in�nite periods to react

to the exogenous shock. The standard equality, Et[Ret+1C
�
t+1] = Et[R

fC�t+1]; does not hold here

because consumption reacts slowly with respect to the innovations to equity returns and thus

cannot �nish adjusting immediately and completely.

Log-linearizing equation (21) yields

Et
�
ret+1

�
� rf + 1

2
!2 = covart

�
ct+1+S � ct; ret+1

�
; (22)

which means that the expected asset return can be written as:

Et
�
ret+1

�
� rf + 1

2
!2 =

SX
j=0

covart
�
�ct+j+1; r

e
t+1

�
; (23)

where we have used  ' 1, ct+1+S�ct =
PS
j=0�ct+1+j , and�ct+1+j is given by (20): Speci�cally,

the long-run impact of the innovation in the equity return on consumption growth can be

rewritten as

lim
S!1

0@ SX
j=0

covart
�
�ct+1+j ; r

e
t+1

�1A = &�!2; (24)

20The equality can be obtained by using S+1 period consumption growth to price a multiperiod return formed
by investing in equity for one period and then transforming to the risk-free asset for the next S periods. Hence,
the following multiperiod moment condition holds

C�t = Et
h
�S+1C�t+S+1R

e
t+1(R

f )S
i
:

21This measure has some appealing features; see Parker (2003) and Parker and Jullard (2005) for detailed
discussions.
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where & is the ultimate consumption risk:

& =
�

1� (1� �)=� > 1 (25)

when the restriction 1 � (1� �) =� > 0, i.e., � > 1 � � holds. Note that this mild parameter

restriction must be imposed to guarantee convergence. (See the MA(1) process of consumption
growth, (20).) In addition, if � < 1 � �, it is clear that the steady state conditional variance

� does not exist. By simple calculation we obtain @&
@� < 0 and @&

@� < 0 because �, � 2 (0; 1).
This ultimate consumption risk should be a better measure of the riskiness of the risky asset

than the contemporaneous risk, as consumption adjusts gradually to the shocks to asset returns

in the presence of RI. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the ultimate consumption

risk (&) and the Kalman �lter gain (�) for di¤erent �. (Note that � also measures the degree of

attention.) It clearly shows that given � the ultimate consumption risk decreases with the degree

of attention; that is, the more attention of the investor devoted to monitoring the evolution of

his �nancial wealth, the less the ultimate consumption risk of the risky asset held by him.
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Figure 1: E¤ects of RI on long-run consumption risk.

Combining equations (23), (24), with (17) gives us optimal consumption and portfolio rules
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under RI. The following proposition gives a complete characterization of the model�s solution:

Proposition 1 Consider the optimal consumption and portfolio choice problem (10)-(14). Sup-

pose that  is close to 1, and � > 1� �. We then obtain that the optimal share invested in the

equity is

�� =
1

&

�� rf + 0:5!2
!2

; (26)

where 1
& =

1�(1��)=�
� < 1: Furthermore, the consumption function is

c�t = log (1� �) + bat; (27)

the actual state variable evolves according to

at+1 =
1

�
at +

�
1� 1

�

�
c�t +  +

�
��(ret+1 � rf ) + rf +

1

2
��(1� ��)!2

�
; (28)

and the estimated state bat is characterized by the following Kalman �ltering equation
bat+1 = (1� �)bat + � �at+1 + �t+1� ; (29)

where  = log �� (1� 1=�) log(1��);22 � = 1� 1
exp(2�) is the optimal weight on observation, �t

are the iid idiosyncratic noise with !2� = var
�
�t+1

�
= �=�; and � = ��2!2

exp(2�)�(1=�)2 is the steady

state conditional variance. Finally, the change in individual consumption is

�c�t+1 = �

�
��ut+1

1� ((1� �)=�) � L +
�
�t+1 �

(�=�)�t
1� ((1� �)=�) � L

��
; (30)

Proof. The proof is straightforward.

It is clear from this proposition that optimal consumption and portfolio rules are interde-

pendent in the presence of RI. Expression (26) shows that although the optimal fraction of

savings invested in the risky asset is proportional to the risk premium (�� rf + 0:5!2) and the
reciprocal of both the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion () and the variance of the unexpected

component in the risky asset (!2) as predicted by the standard Merton solution, it also depends

on the long-term consumption risk measured by &. Note that (26) can be rewritten as

�� =
�� rf + 0:5!2e!2 ; (31)

22Here we use the facts that � = 1� exp(c� a) and c� a = E [ct � at] is the steady state value.
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where the e¤ective coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion is e = & > : Hence, even if the true 

is close to 1 as assumed at the beginning of this section, the e¤ective risk aversion that matters

for the optimal asset allocation is & which could be much greater than 1 if the capacity is low.

Therefore, both the degree of attention (�) and the discount factor (�) amount to an increase

in the e¤ective coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion. Holding � constant, the larger the degree

of attention, the less the ultimate consumption risk. As a result, investors with low attention

will choose to invest less in the risky asset. For example, with RI, a 1% percent negative shock

in investors��nancial wealth would a¤ect their consumption more than that predicted by the

standard RE model. Therefore, investors with �nite capacity are less willing to invest in the

risky asset. It is also worth noting that when the information capacity becomes in�nitely large

(i.e., � =1 and � = 1), the RI model reduces to the standard RE model in which consumption

reacts instantaneously and completely to the innovations and the optimal share in the risky

asset is the same as the myopic solution.

Equations (27) and (30) show that individual consumption under RI reacts not only to fun-

damental shocks (ut+1) but also to its own endogenous noises
�
�t+1

�
induced by �nite capacity.

The endogenous noise can be regarded as a type of �consumption shock�or �demand shock�. In

the intertemporal consumption literature, some ad hoc transitory consumption shocks are mod-

eled to make the model �t the data better. Under RI, the idiosyncratic noise due to RI could

endogenize the exogenous ad hoc transitory consumption that lacks economic interpretations.

Furthermore, equation (30) also makes it clear that consumption growth adjusts slowly and

incompletely to the innovations to asset returns and reacts quickly to the idiosyncratic noise.

It is worth noting that the main di¤erence between Gabaix and Laibson�s 6D infrequent-

adjustment model and our RI model is that in their model, investors adjust their consumption

plans infrequently but completely once they choose to adjust, whereas investors with �nite capac-

ity adjust their plans frequently but incompletely in every period. In addition, in the 6D model,

the optimal fraction of savings invested in the risky asset is assumed to be �xed at the standard

Merton solution, whereas optimal portfolio choice under RI re�ects the larger long-term con-

sumption risk caused by slow adjustments and thus the share invested in the risky asset is less

than the Merton solution.
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2.4 Some Implications for Long-term Investment

2.4.1 Investment Horizon Does Matter

In the standard RE portfolio choice model, the investment horizon is irrelevant for investors

who have power utility functions, have only �nancial wealth and who face constant investment

opportunities. By contrast, it is apparent from proposition 1 that with RI the investment

horizon does matter for optimal asset allocations because it a¤ects the long-term consumption

risk. As argued in Campbell and Viceira (2002), we may vary the e¤ective investment horizon

by varying the discount factor (�) that determines the relative weights investors put on the near

future versus the distant future. The investors with large � would place a relatively high weight

on the distant future, while those with small � place more weight on the near future. Hence,

expression (26) clearly shows that the higher the value of � (the longer the investment horizon),

the more faction of �nancial wealth would be invested in the risky asset. Figure 2 illustrates

how the investment horizon a¤ects optimal asset allocation for given �. The intuition is that

those inattentive investors with larger � face smaller long-term consumption risk; consequently

they choose to invest more wealth in the risky asset.
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Figure 2: E¤ects of investment horizon on long-run rIsk.
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Furthermore, this prediction can also be used to explain the investment behavior of the

young and old. Financial advisors typically recommend that people shift investments away from

the risky asset to the risk-free asset as they age. Some theoretical models have been proposed to

evaluate this justi�cation; for example, Jagannathan and Kocherlakota (1996), Viceira (2001),

and Campbell and Viceira (2002). In the existing literature, the investment horizon and age

are generally closely related. In other words, the old have low e¤ective time discount factor

because they face high death probability in every period. Hence, RI might provide an economic

reasoning for this popular advice, and we can address the model�s predictions for the behavior

of the young and old by varying the value of �. Speci�cally, the old people with low � face large

ultimate consumption risk due to slow adjustment; consequently, it would be better for them to

invest less in the stock market.

2.4.2 Implications for Limited Stock Market Participation

In the benchmark model, we assumed that every investor has the same level of channel ca-

pacity. However, in reality, investors devote di¤erent levels of channel capacity to observing

and processing information. Hence, in the heterogeneous-attention case, investors have di¤erent

demands for the risky asset even if they have the same preference and face the common shock

to the asset return. Based on (26), it is straightforward to show that �limited stock market

participation�can arise endogenously in the RI model.23 The intuition is that the demand for

the equity decreases with the degree of attention (�). Therefore, the investor whose degree of

attention is equal to or lower than the critical value 1��; 24 will choose not to participate in the
stock market because he faces extremely high ultimate consumption risk. Note that because our

model abstracts from transaction costs, taxes, and short-sale constraints, among others, it may

be very likely that those investors with low capacity (but still greater than the critical value)

would also choose not to participate in the stock market if there are other frictions in the model.

We do not explore this issue here and leave it for future research. Hence, the model composed

of investors with di¤erent degrees of RI can generate �limited stock market participation�en-

dogenously. Those investors who know that they cannot devote enough capacity to processing

information about the evolution of their �nancial wealth hit by the aggregate shock choose not

to invest in stock market because they face larger consumption risk.

23Although there is an upward trend in stock market participation in the PSID, the participation rate in the
stock market including both direct and indirect investment is still less than 50%. See Vissing-Jørgensen (2002)
for a detailed discussion about limited asset market participation.
24Note that it is equivalent to say that � is equal or lower than 1

2
log(1=�):
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3 Implications for Aggregate Dynamics and Asset Returns

3.1 The Joint Dynamics of Aggregate Consumption and the Equity Return

In this subsection, we provide a complete characterization of the joint dynamics of aggregate

consumption and the asset return under RI. Speci�cally, we analyze several important stochas-

tic properties of the joint behavior of �nancial markets and the real economy: the smoothness

of consumption growth, low contemporaneous correlation and covariance between consumption

growth and asset returns, positive autocorrelation of consumption growth, and non-zero covari-

ance of consumption growth and lagged equity returns.

The endogenous noise due to �nite capacity, �t, is idiosyncratic because it arises from in-

dividuals�own internal information processing channels. Consequently, it can be cancelled out

after aggregating across all investors.25 Given that the explicit expression of individual con-

sumption, (30), is in exact aggregation form, aggregating individual consumption growth across

all investors yields an expression for the change in aggregate consumption. For simplicity, here

we assume that individuals have identical channel capacity, �. Of course, allowing for hetero-

geneity in � can generate more realistic portfolio choices. However, this complication does not

signi�cantly a¤ect the main model predictions on the joint dynamics of aggregate consumption

and the equity return.26 Denoting aggregate consumption under RI as ct;27 the following propo-

sition summarizes the implications of RI for the joint dynamics of aggregate consumption and

the asset return:

Proposition 2 Consider the optimal consumption and investment decisions (26)-(30). Suppose

that  is close to 1, and � > 1 � �. We then obtain the following expression for aggregate

consumption growth under RI:

�c�t+1 =
���ut+1

1� ((1� �) =�) � L; (32)

where � is the average degree of inattention in the model economy and �� is the average optimal

25Note that as discussed in Sims (2003), there might have been some aggregate component in the noise terms
left after aggregating. If this is the case, we can see below that this additional term would a¤ect the smoothness
of aggregate consumption, but have no impact on the covariance between consumption growth and equity returns.
The reason is that the endogenous noises and the innovations to equity returns are uncorrelated.
26See Appendix 6.3 for detailed derivations of the model�s predictions on optimal portfolio choice and the joint

dynamics of aggregate consumption and the equity return when � follows a normal distribution and a Bernoulli
distribution.
27Since we focus on aggregate behavior and to avoid the notation confusion, in the following equation, we still

use c to represent aggregate consumption.
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share invested in the risky asset and is given by (26).28 This MA(1) process implies that: (1)
the standard deviation of consumption growth is

sd
�
�c�t+1

�
= ��!; (33)

where the excess smoothness ratio � = (1� (1� �)=�) =
q
1� ((1� �)=�)2, (2) the correlation

between consumption growth and equity return is

corr
�
�c�t+1; r

e
t+1

�
=

q
1� ((1� �)=�)2; (34)

(3) the covariance between aggregate consumption growth and the asset return is

covar
�
�c�t+1; r

e
t+1

�
= ���!2; (35)

(4) the �rst-order autocorrelation of consumption growth is

��c(1) = corr
�
�c�t ;�c

�
t+1

�
= (1� �) =�; (36)

where j � 1; and 5) the covariance between consumption growth and lagged equity returns is

covar
�
�c�t+1; r

e
t+1�j

�
= ��� ((1� �)=�)j !2; (37)

where j � 1:

Proof. Using (32), it is straightforward to obtain the above results.

Expression (32) clearly shows that aggregate consumption adjusts gradually to the shock to

the equity return; RI a¤ects the ampli�cation and propagation mechanism of the model by two

channels: (1) reducing the optimal share invested in the equity return ��, as �� = 1�(1��)=�
� �;

and (2) introducing a slow response of consumption to the equity return due to �nite channel

capacity, �
1�((1��)=�)�L . Expression (32) also implies that to guarantee the existence of solution,

1� (1� �)=� must be greater than 0; note that this condition also guarantees that the optimal
share in the risky asset, ��, should be always greater than 0 as 1& =

1�(1��)=�
� > 0.

Since �; � 2 (0; 1), it is clear from (33), (34), (35), (36), and (37) that RI can bring the

model and the data closer along the following dimensions: (i) RI reduces the relative volatility

28That is, �� = 1�(1��)=�
�

�; as given in (7), � = ��rf+0:5!2
!2

is the optimal share invested in the stock market
in the RE model.
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of consumption to the equity return, (ii) it reduces the correlation and covariance between

consumption and the equity return, (iii) it generates positive serial correlation in consumption

growth, and (iv) it generates positive covariances between consumption growth and lagged equity

returns. Note that as shown in Section 2.1, the standard RE model fails to match the data well

in these aspects.

Figure 3 illustrates how the combination of RI (�) and the discount factor (�) a¤ects the

smoothness ratio of aggregate consumption (�). It is clear that the relative volatility of con-

sumption growth decreases with the degree of attention (�) given �. Furthermore, it is also clear

from (33) that RI reduces the relative volatility by two channels: (i) reducing the optimal share

invested in the equity return
�
1�(1��)=�

�

�
and (ii) the gradual response of consumption to the

equity return due to �nite channel capacity
�q

�2

1�((1��)=�)2
�
.29 Using (34), by simple calcula-

tion we obtain that @ corr@� > 0, that is, given �, the correlation between aggregate consumption

and the equity return (corr) increases with �.
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Figure 3: E¤ects of RI on the excess smoothness ratio.

29 It is worth noting that (33) also implies that RI has a potential to explain the equity volatility puzzle because
� < 1; that is, the same volatility of consumption growth implies higher volatility of the equity in the presence of
RI. See Campbell (2003) for a detailed discussion for this puzzle.
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As documented in Gabaix and Laibson (2001), the empirical covariances of aggregate con-

sumption and the equity return gradually increase with the horizon, j, in the U.S. data. Expres-

sion (37) can thus correctly predict the observation that the covariance slowly rises over time,

that is, aggregate consumption reacts to the equity return gradually and with delay. The intu-

ition here is simple: If a large number of consumers/investors in the economy can not perfectly

digest the aggregate innovation to their �nancial wealth due to limited information capacity

constraints, aggregate consumption should react to the shock to the equity return with delay

and be sensitive to lagged shocks.

Lynch (1996) solved a discrete-time infrequent-adjustment model numerically, and demon-

strated that infrequent adjustment has a potential to generate realistic joint dynamics of aggre-

gate consumption and the asset return. However, the aggregation mechanism in his model is

distinct from that in the RI model. Speci�cally, in the infrequent-adjustment model, aggrega-

tion leads to aggregate consumption smoothness because of the synchronization problem caused

by infrequent adjustments across individual investors, whereas the RI model generates smooth

consumption because the idiosyncratic noises due to �nite idiosyncratic channel capacity are

cancelled out after aggregating across all investors.

To evaluate our model quantitatively, we calibrate � �rst and then use the calibrated � to

compute the model�s predictions on the joint dynamics of consumption and the equity return.

Speci�cally, we start with the annualized U.S. quarterly data in Campbell (2003), and assume

that ! = 0:16, � = � � rf = 0:06, � = 0:907, and  = 1. We then calibrate � to match the

observed � = 22% estimated in Section 5.1 of Gabaix and Laibson (1999) to:30

�� =
1� (1� �)=�

�

� + 0:5!2

!2
= 0:22;

which means that � = 10%, that is, � = 0:08 bits. (It also means that approximately 10%

of the uncertainty is removed upon receiving a new signal about the aggregate shock to the

equity return.) Note that if  = 1, the RE version of the model generates a highly unrealistic

share invested in the stock market: � = �+0:5!2

!2
= 2:84. As shown in Section 2.1, to match the

observed fraction in the U.S. economy (22%),  must be set to 13.

It is worth noting that even 1 bit of information transmitted is a very low number and is well

below the total information-processing ability of human beings. However, it is not implausible for

ordinary investors/consumers because they also face many other competing demands on capacity.

30They assume that all capital is identical to stock market capital, and capital income accounts for 1=3 of total
income.
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For an extreme case, a young worker who accumulates balances in his 401 (k) retirement savings

account might pay no attention to the behavior of the stock market until he retires. In addition,

in our model for simplicity we only consider an aggregate shock from the equity return, while

in reality consumers/investors face substantial idiosyncratic shocks (e.g., labor income shock)

that we do not model in this paper. In a recent paper by Máckowiak and Wiederholt (2009),

they showed that given that the total information �ow equals 133 bits, the decision-maker of the

typical �rm only allocates 0:76 bits of information �ow to tracking aggregate technology, and

0:41 bits to tracking monetary policy.31 Therefore, the exogenous capacity given in our model

can be regarded as a shortcut to small fractions of consumers�total capacity used to monitor

their �nancial wealth hit by the aggregate shock.

In addition, low capacity devoted to processing macroeconomic information could be ratio-

nalized by examining the welfare e¤ects of �nite channel capacity.32 Following Barro (2007), we

calculated the welfare losses due to RI in the benchmark model. Speci�cally, we �rst de�ne the

marginal welfare costs (mwc) due to RI as follows:

mwc =
@bv (ba0) =@�

(@bv (ba0) =@ba0)ba0 ; (38)

where

bv (ba0) = �  � 1
2 (1� �)ba20 �

�
 � 1
1� � log (1� �)�

1

1� �

�ba0
�  � 1
2 (1� �)

 �
log (1� �)� 1

 � 1

�2
+

��3��2!2

(1� �)
�
�2 + � � 1

�! ;
is the value function under RI, �� = 1�(1��)=�

� � = 1�(1��)=�
�

�+0:5!2

!2
, and @bv

@� is evaluated for

given ba0. The welfare costs due to RI are compared with that from a small proportional change

in the initial level of the perceived wealth ba0. Using the parameter values set in the paper: � =
0:91; ! = 16%; � = 0:06, and the perceived initial asset holding is set to ba0 = ln bA0 = ln (10000),
it is straightforward to calculate that mwc = �3:621�10�4if � = 10% and  = 1:001. That is, to
maintain the lifetime expected utility, an increase in � by, say, 100% (from 10% to 20%) requires

31There are some existing estimation and calibration results in the literature. For example, Adam (2005) found
� = 40% or � = 0:255 bits based on the response of aggregate output to monetary policy shocks. In addition,
Luo (2008) found that if � = 50%, the otherwise standard permanent income model can generate realistic relative
volatility of consumption to labor income; Luo and Young (2009) found that setting � = 57% allows a otherwise
standard RBC model to match the post-war U.S. consumption/output volatility.
32Pischke (1995) solved a permanent income model in which consumers ignore macroeconomic information, and

found that the utility loss of a consumer with a coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion  = 2 due to this information
imperfection only amounts to $1:5.
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a reduction in the initial level of the perceived wealth by approximately 0:03621%. Similarly,

mwc = �1: 448 4� 10�5 if � = 50% and  = 1:001. That is, an increase in � from 50% to 100%

requires a reduction in ba0 by approximately 0:0145%. (i.e., $1:45 if bA0 = $10000.) Hence, for

plausible assumptions, the welfare losses due to RI are not signi�cant.33 This conclusion provides

some evidence that it is reasonable for ordinary consumers/investors to devote low channel

capacity to observing and processing aggregate information because the welfare improvement

from adopting the �rst-best decision rule is not signi�cant.

In the next step, using the calibrated � (10%), we examine how RI a¤ects the joint dynamics

of aggregate consumption and equity returns quantitatively. In particular, we examine the

model�s quantitative predictions on the dimensions we discussed above:

(i) Using (33), the relative volatility of aggregate consumption to the equity return (rvc) can

be written as

rvc =
sd
�
�c�t+1

�
sd
�
ret+1

� =

s
�2��2

1� ((1� �) =�)2
; (39)

which means that RI can reduce rvc by:

�1 =
rvcRE

rvcRI
=

q
1� ((1� �)=�)2

1� (1� �)=� ; (40)

where rvcRE and rvcRI are the relative volatility of aggregate consumption, respectively.

As shown in 2.1, the RE case (i.e., � = 100%) generates rvcRE (= ��) = 2:84, which is

well above its empirical counterpart in the U.S. data: 1=16 ' 6%: By contrast, using our
calibration choice (� = 10%), the RI model implies that rvcRI = 4%, which is much closer

to the empirical counterpart.

(ii) Using � = 10% and � = 0:9, (34) implies that corr
�
�c�t+1; r

e
t+1

�
= 0:124. Therefore, RI

can greatly reduce the correlation between �c�t+1 and r
e
t+1 and thus improves the model�s

prediction in this aspect. Note that in the RE model, the correlation is 1; while the

empirical counterpart is about 0:34 at a 1-year horizon.

(iii) Expression (35) implies that RI can reduce the covariance by a factor:

�2 =
covarRE

covarRI
=

1

1� (1� �)=� ; (41)

33This conclusion is also consistent with that in Pischke (1995).
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which equals 130 when � = 10%; i.e., the covariance can be reduced by 86 times. Note

that in the RE case (i.e., � = 100%), covarRE = �!2 = 2:84 � 0:162 = 7: 3 � 10�2; which
obviously contradicts its empirical counterpart in the U.S. data: 6�10�4: By contrast, when
� = 10%, the covariance becomes 5:6 � 10�4 and is therefore much closer to the empirical
counterpart.

(iv) As reported in Piazzesi (2001) and Campbell (2003), ��c(1) is about 0:2 in the U.S. annual

data.34 However, the RE model predicts that the autocorrelation of consumption growth

is 0; that is, consumption growth is iid. Under our calibration choice (� = 10%), (36)

implies that ��c(1) = 0:99. Although the theoretical .autocorrelation is signi�cantly lower

than the empirical counterpart, it still improves the model�s prediction as it is roughly

consistent with some empirical evidence that the �rst-order autocorrelation is signi�cant

(i.e., consumption growth is de�nitely not iid).

(v) Note that under RE, there is no correlation between �c�t+1 and r
e
t+1�j as �c

�
t+1 is iid, and

the covariance should initially jump to a plateau and stay there, which de�nitely contra-

dicts the evidence reported in Gabaix and Laibson (2001) that the empirical covariances

of aggregate consumption and the equity return gradually increase with the horizon, j.

When j = 1 and � = 10%, (37) implies that covar
�
�c�t+1; r

e
t

�
= 5:6 � 10�4, which is much

closer to the empirical covariance 2 � 10�4.

Therefore, our above calculations clearly show that a low value of � or � is required to roughly

capture some important stochastic properties of the joint dynamics of aggregate consumption

and the equity return in the US data.

3.2 The Implications for the Equity Premium

In the benchmark model, because every investor is assumed to have the same degree of RI, the

following pricing equation linking aggregate consumption growth and the equity premium holds

when  ' 1:
�� rf + 0:5!2 = &��!2: (42)

Suppose, as in the consumption-based CAPM literature, that the risk-free asset is an inside

bond, so that in equilibrium the net supply of the risk free asset is 0 and then the share of the

34Mehra and Prescott (1985) also found some evidence for modest and persistent processes of consumption
growth.
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risky asset in �nancial wealth (��) is 100%: Accordingly, (42) becomes

�� rf + 0:5!2 = &!2:

Hence, RI implies higher equity premium because the ultimate consumption risk & = �
1�(1��)=� >

1:35 The intuition behind this result is that investors facing higher ultimate consumption risk

caused by �nite capacity choose to invest less in the stock market and thus require higher risk

compensation in equilibrium.

For illustrative purposes, we consider the following question: What will an economist equipped

with the aggregate consumption�based CAPM model �nd if he observes data from the RI econ-

omy, but thinks he is observing data from the standard model? This question can be answered

after observing that

e = �� rf + 1
2!

2

covar
�
ct+1 � ct; ret+1

� = �� rf + 0:5!2
���!2

>  ' 1;

where e is the estimated coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion and  is the true value that is

close to 1. The intuition is quite simple. The RI model can generate a very low value of

covar
�
ct+1 � ct; ret+1

�
and a high equity premium simultaneously because the equity premium is

determined by the long-term consumption risk, limS!1 covar
�
ct+1+S � ct; ret+1

�
. In other words,

the estimate of the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion is biased upward by a factor measured by

the long-term consumption risk. For example, if the true  is 1 and 1 � (1 � �)=� = 0:2; the

economist will �nd that the estimated value e will be 5. Hence, the estimated high coe¢ cient
in the asset pricing literature might arise from a low degree of the average attention in the

economy instead of risk aversion itself. This result can reconcile two sets of empirical evidence:

(1) relatively low values of risk aversion in introspection and experimental evidence and (2) high

values of �risk aversion�inferred from aggregate consumption and asset prices data.

4 Review of Related Empirical Evidence

Existing survey evidence supports that: (1) a signi�cant fraction of investors do not have enough

knowledge about the evolution of their �nancial wealth and consequently cannot adjust their

consumption fully in response to the innovations to the returns, and (2) the innovations to their

�nancial assets can be used to predict their future change in consumption. For example, Ameriks

35By contrast, without RI the pricing equation implies that in equilibrium (� = 1) the equity premium is lower
because �� rf + 0:5!2 = !2:
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and Zeldes (2006) used pooled cross-sectional data from Surveys of Consumer Finance (SCF)

to examine the dynamics of household portfolio shares. They found some important features

of household portfolio behavior; for example, signi�cant non-stockownership, and wide-ranging

heterogeneity in asset allocation. As we discussed in Section 2, the optimal portfolio solution

under RI, (26), can provide a partial explanation for these features because some investors with

low attention face large ultimate consumption risk and thus choose not to invest in the stock

market. Further, even if all investors have the same level of risk aversion, they may still choose

di¤erent investment strategies due to the possible heterogeneity in inattention. In other words,

RI introduces another type of heterogeneity.

Dynan and Maki (2001) analyzed the responses to the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX)

from 1996 1. to 1999 1. and found that around one-third of stockholders reported no change in

the value of their assets whereas the US stock markets rose over 15% per year during this sample

period.36 In the same paper, they also reported that for stockholders with more than $10; 000

in securities, a 1% increase in the value of security holdings would cause lasting impacts on

consumption growth and eventually consumption would increase by 1:03%: one-third of which

increases during the �rst 9 months, another third of which occurs from the 10 th month to the

18 th month, another quarter of which occurs form the 19 th month to the 27 th month, and

the rest occurs from the 28 th month to the 36 th month. This evidence can be largely captured

by the RI model because (32) implies that the long-term consumption growth under RI is

ct+1+S � ct = �
h
1 + (1� �) =� + � � �+ ((1� �) =�)S

i
ut+1;

which implies that lim
S!1

(ct+1+S � ct) = �ut+1
1�(1��)=� : Consider a numerical example (the time unit

here is 3 quarters) in which � is set to 0:9 used in the calibration exercise in the last section.

When � = 33%, i.e., if on average the investors in the sample remove 33% of the uncertainty of

the asset returns after observing the new signals about the returns, the long-term impact of the

returns on consumption growth is lim
S!1

(ct+1+S � ct) = 1:03; which is exactly the same as that
estimated from the data. When S = 0; ct+1+S � ct = � = 33%; as corresponds to the estimated

33%; when S = 1; ct+1+S � ct = � [1 + (1� �) =�] = 59%; which is also close to the estimated
impact 66%. When � is set to a more realistic value, 0:98, and � = 40%, the long-term impact

of the returns on consumption growth is lim
S!1

(ct+1+S � ct) = 1:03; which is exactly the same

as that estimated from the data. When S = 0; ct+1+S � ct = � = 40%; as corresponds to the

36Kennickell, et. al (2000) and Starr-McCluer (2001) also reported similar results based on alternative survery
sources.
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estimated 33%; when S = 1; ct+1+S � ct = � [1 + (1� �) =�] = 64%; which is also close to the
estimated impact 66%.37 Thus, our numerical example can generate results similar to those

estimated from the US data. Furthermore, using the estimation results from Dynan and Maki

(2001), we plot Figure 4 to illustrate the extent to which our RI model can match the survey

results. In the left �gure, we de�ne stockholders (henceforth, �SH�) as households with securities

> $1; 000; whereas in the right �gure, we de�ne SH as households with securities > $10; 000:

When we plot the pro�le generated from our model, we calibrate the observation weight � such

that the initial jump of consumption to the shock of asset returns can match the data exactly,

and then check if the responses to past shocks during the following 27 quarters (3 time units)

can also �t the dynamic responses re�ected in the data. The left �gure below shows that the RI

model with � = 24% (or � = 0:2 bits) can �t the empirical results quite well: the responses of

consumption to the innovations is muted initially and then increases gradually over time. The

right �gure also shows a similar pattern of the responses, though the �t is not as good as the

left one.
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Figure 4: Responses of consumption to the innovations in the CEX.

37Note that in the data, one third of the impact increases during the �rst 9 months and another third of which
occurs from the 10th month to the 18th month.
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5 Conclusion

Ordinary investors do not have in�nite information-processing capacity; instead they only have

�nite capacity when processing available �nancial information. Rational inattention, �rst pro-

posed by Sims (2003), has recently been introduced into economics and �nance to model this

type of information constraints. This paper takes such RI into account in an otherwise standard

portfolio choice model and explores its e¤ects on optimal consumption and portfolio rules and

the joint dynamics of aggregate consumption and the equity return.

The �rst contribution of this paper is that we explicitly solve an RI version of the intertem-

poral portfolio choice model and show that optimal consumption and portfolio rules under RI

are interdependent. Second, we show that in the presence of RI, we need to use the ultimate

consumption risk rather than the contemporaneous risk to measure the true riskiness of the

risky asset because investors adjust their optimal plans slowly and incompletely. Holding the

discount factor constant, the larger the degree of inattention, the greater the ultimate consump-

tion risk. Consequently, RI reduces the demand for the risky asset. Hence, under RI, investment

horizon does matter for long-term investment and RI could be an alternative explanation for

signi�cant non-stockownership. Finally, the explicit solution of consumption and asset holdings

is in exact aggregation form. Aggregating across investors therefore depicts a joint dynamics

of aggregate consumption and asset returns. We show that introducing RI could reconcile the

following observations in the US data simultaneously: (i) smooth aggregate consumption, (ii)

the low contemporaneous correlation between aggregate consumption and asset returns, and (iii)

the implied high equity premium.

A promising extension is to introduce the risk-sensitivity preference into the benchmark

model in this paper. Risk-sensitivity is a special case of Epstein-Zin�s recursive utility and can

be used to capture a preference for robustness: concern about model misspeci�cation. Hansen,

Sargent, and Tallarini (1999) examined how risk-sensitivity alters the choices of consumption,

investment, and asset prices in a permanent income model. The most promising part of the

Merton model with robustness and rational inattention is that within this framework the two

informational frictions have the potential to reduce the optimal share invested in the risky

asset, while maintaining the tractability of the LQ setting that rationalizes the optimality of

ex post Gaussian distributions due to RI. Another interesting direction for future research is

to model multiple risky assets in the RI model and examine whether RI can help resolve the

�asset allocation puzzle�. That is, the ratio of risky bonds to equities in the optimal portfolio

increases with the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion, which is consistent with conventional
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portfolio advice but is inconsistent with static mean-variance analysis.

6 Appendix

6.1 Deriving the Expression of Consumption Growth, (20)

Combining (5), (17), with (19) yields

bat+1 � at+1 = 1

�
(1� �)(bat � at)� (1� �)�ut+1 + ��t+1;

which implies that bat+1 � at+1 = �(1� �)�ut+1 + ��t+1
1� ((1� �)=�) � L :

Furthermore, the change in the perceived state can be written as:

�bat+1 = �(at+1 � bat) + ��t+1
= �

�
�ut+1 �

1

�
(bat � at)�+ ��t+1

= �

��
�ut+1

1� ((1� �)=�) � L

�
+

�
�t+1 �

(�=�) �t
1� ((1� �)=�) � L

��
;

which leads to (20) in the text.

6.2 Deriving the Long-term Euler Equation, (21)

When wealth is allocated e¢ ciently across the two �nancial assets, the marginal investment in

any asset yields the same expected increase in future utility:

Et

h
u0 (ct+1)

�
Ret+1 �Rf

�i
= 0: (43)

Using the Euler equation for the risk free asset between t+ 1 and t+ 1 + S; we have

u0 (ct+1) = Et+1

h
(�Rf )

S u0 (ct+1+S)
i
;

which can be substituted into (43) to get the long-term Euler equation:

Et

h
Et+1

h
(�Rf )

S u0 (ct+1+S)
i �
Ret+1 �Rf

�i
= Et

h
(�Rf )

S u0 (ct+1+S)
�
Ret+1 �Rf

�i
= 0;
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which implies

Et

h
u0 (ct+1+S)

�
Ret+1 �Rf

�i
= 0;

which can be transformed to Equation (21) in the text by dividing u0 (ct) on both sides. Note

that the expectation Et [�] is conditional on the entire history of the economy up to t, and S is
in�nite over which consumption response under RI is studied.

6.3 Model�s Predictions when � is heterogenous

Case 1 (normal distribution) If � follows a normal distribution:

�i � N
�
�;$2

�
;

the aggregate optimal allocation in the stock market is

�� =

�Z 1

�min

f (�i)
1� (1� �i)=�

�i
d�i

�
�� rf + 0:5!2

!2
;

where �min = 1�� and f (�i) is the normal pdf of the degree of attention, �i. It is straightforward
to calculate that the assumption of heterogeneity does not a¤ect �� signi�cantly. For example,

when � = 0:2, $ = 0:01, and � = 0:9, �� = 0:55, which is close to 0:56 obtained from the case

with the identical � = 0:2; when $ increases to 0:05, �� = 0:51:

Case 2 (Bernoulli distribution) Another interesting example is that channel capacity (�)

follows a Bernoulli distribution. Speci�cally, we assume that there are only two types of con-

sumers in the economy: type-I investors have the identical value of attention � < �min and

type-II investors have the identical value of attention � > �min. Drawing investors from the

population follows a Bernoulli distribution: the probabilities of being type-I and type-II are

1� p and p, respectively. Given that there are a continuum of agents in the economy, in every

period the fractions of type-I and type-II agents are 1�p and p, respectively. It is obvious that
type-I investors do not invest in the stock market as they face in�nite long-run consumption

risk. Hence, the average optimal allocation in the stock market is

�� = p
1� (1� �)=�

�

�� rf + 0:5!2
!2

:

In this case, p is set to 21% to match the observed stock market participation rate in the U.S.
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data. If � = 95% and � = 0:90, it is straightforward to calculate that

�� = 0:209
�� rf + 0:5!2

!2

Note that in this case the average channel capacity is

� = p� + (1� p) � = 28%:
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